The use of technology in group-work: a Situational Analysis of students’ reflective writing.

Abstract

Group work is a powerful constructivist pedagogy for facilitating students’ personal and professional development, but it can be difficult for students to work together in an academic context. The assessed reflective writings of undergraduate students studying Information Management are used as data in this exploration of the group work situation and what matters to students in terms of ensuring success. Situational Analysis provides the methodological framework and a number of mapping techniques are used to interrogate the data. Students reflect on the importance of communication for group work and identify the convivial tools they use when arranging meetings, working collaboratively and producing outputs. Students valued the instant communication facilitated by smart phones, but despite the immediacy of electronic communication, face-to-face meetings are still highly valued. Silences in the data reveal the lack of engagement with the Virtual Learning Environment as a tool for group collaboration. Implications for educators in supporting group work are identified.
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1. Introduction

The authors have worked for some years with groups of students in the information subject area of Higher Education, and this paper is a result of on-going reflective process concerning how students work together in groups. It is widely accepted that the ability to work in teams is an important graduate attribute [1]–[3], and teamwork is a skill often sought by graduate employers and is included on popular lists of graduate skills. Employers expect Universities to offer learning environments in which students can learn this important skill. [4]. Sociocultural theories of learning assert that knowledge is (co)created through cooperation and collaboration [5]. Group working can fulfill a natural human desire to work cooperatively with others, and can lead to a feeling of empowerment and belonging where support and solutions can be provided by other group members [6]. In contrast with competitive or individual learning, cooperative learning tends to promote greater retention, increased critical thinking, creativity and problem solving, higher achievement, and transferability of learning to other situations [7]. Although group work can provide both positive and negative experiences for students in the Higher Education context, the negative experiences can have stressful and far-reaching consequences for students both in terms of the experience and also the grades achieved. Students can feel alienated within a group [6] and there are well documented issues to do with freeloding and inequality of contribution (e.g. [8])

New social and communication technologies (e.g. Google Docs, Facebook), that students can use to support their learning provide a “rich and complex” communication environment that facilitates collaborative and inquiry learning [9 p.17]. There are conflicting discourses around students’ use of such technologies, with some promoting the view that all student group work is now characterized by heavy use of technology, whether in terms of the outputs or technology mediated communication [10]. However, in their review of research in the area Facer and Selwyn [11] uncovered a mixed picture of learner use of these technologies, with a lack of evidence of a radical transformation of student learning through uses of social networking.
This paper presents an analysis of students’ assessed reflective writings about their experiences of group work. A recurring theme in their reflections was the students’ use of technology and the impact this had on working with each other during the completion of their group assignments. As tutors a primary concern is supporting students to achieve successful outcomes in their assessed work; a concern which influenced our research focus and questions:

- What do students think “matters” in this situation of assessed group work?
- What elements and activities are identified as contributing to group success or failure?

The methodology used in the analysis of the data is Situational Analysis, an innovative approach proffered by Clarke [12] who states: “Situational analyses seek to analyze a particular situation of interest through the specification, re-representation, and subsequent examination of the most salient elements in that situation and their relations.” (p. 29) Situational analysis, which is little known in many disciplines but increasingly of interest in education research [13] and in social science more widely, extends traditional Grounded Theory “around the postmodern turn” [15 p.553]. As the method is unfamiliar in some domains it is worthy of further explanation (see methodology) though the approach is well documented in Clarke’s excellent publications [12],[14],[15]

In the analysis of the data in this study, it became apparent that the technological tools (defined as actants in the study) and their relationships to other elements were of particular importance in the way that students negotiated their way through the group project and supported their group working practices, and the examination of these aspect of the data forms the focus for this paper.

1.2 Reflective writing

Reflection is seen to be an important aspect of professional practice [16] and as such it should be included in professional education. Boud [17] states “Reflection involves learners processing their experiences in a wide range of ways, exploring their understanding of what they are doing, why they are doing it and the impact it has on themselves and
others….reflection is intrinsic to learning” (p. 23). There is a strong tradition of both reflective assignments and pedagogical research in reflection in the Information School [18]–[20]. This has led to a well-developed support structure featuring a reflective writing workshop for the students where they have the opportunity to learn reflective theory. As part of the workshop students have the opportunity to practice reflective writing and receive peer feedback. The four levels of reflection model [21] forms the theoretical framework for the assessment of students’ reflective writing. This model outlines the concept of depth in reflection and specifies what need to be present in the writing in order to deepen their reflections:

- **Level 1:** Descriptive writing - Descriptive and contains little reflection. May tell a story but generally from one point of view.
- **Level 2:** Descriptive writing with some reflection - A descriptive account that signals points for reflection while not actually showing much reflection. What little reflection there is lacks depth
- **Level 3:** Reflective writing (1) - Description, but it is focused, with particular aspects accentuated for reflective comment. Shows some analysis, some self-questioning
- **Level 4:** Reflective writing (2) Clear evidence of standing back from the event. Shows deep reflection. Self-questioning, and the views and motives of others are also taken into account. Observation that learning has been gained.

Students are introduced to strategies that they can use to move beyond simply describing what happened towards critical reflection. Writing with greater depth of reflection encourages a greater understanding of the learning process.

### 1.3 Significance of this study

There are many examples of qualitative analysis of students’ reflective writing as a way to understand learning in the literature in a diverse range of disciplines (e.g. [22]–[25]). There are a limited number of studies that used reflective writing as data to understand group processes and
behaviors [16],[26],[27]. This study adds to that body of work but provides originality in analytical process that has been adopted.

This paper reviews the literature on collaborative inquiry and student group working in Higher Education. How students use technology to support group working and the use of reflective approaches to support group working are also reviewed. Situational Analysis as a methodology is discussed and the findings of the research are presented using a selection of mapping and analytical techniques drawn from Situational Analysis. The discussion links the findings with previous research in the field and outlines where new insights have been achieved. Finally implications drawn from the findings for are outlined for educators who support students working in groups.

2. Working in Groups

There has been extensive research in many disciplines (e.g. Management, Education, Sociology, Linguistics, Psychology) on how people generally, and teams specifically work together and communicate. Models and theories have focused on team roles (e.g. Belbin [28]) and stages of group development such as Tuckman’s “Forming, Norming, Storming and Performing” model [29]. These management theories have been applied to research in the Higher Education context. With these models, the way that individuals communicate is recognized as being central to the functionality of the group. Some features of team working found in these analytical frameworks are present in this data, but they do not provide the main focus for this review. Our focus is on recent research into student group working in Higher Education in line with the context for the study.

2.1 Group-work in Higher Education

Students recognize that group work allows them to share ideas and knowledge, develop communication skills and develop confidence in their approach to work [30] When teams work well the workload is fairly shared and this results in a sense of belonging, and related
development of trust and confidence in team members [31]. Effective teams allocate roles and responsibilities [10], and it can be beneficial to engage students in open discussions around roles and responsibilities [32]. Students are well aware that group working is an integral part of their learning experience at university [4],[30].

Conversely group projects can be a “difficult and dreaded” activity [34 p.62] Students have issues with fairness in group assessments with unequal contributions giving the same grade. Leadership in groups can be problematic, and the conflicting personal and academic commitments of individual members can have adverse affects on the ability of groups to meet face to face [30]. Although students want to achieve high grades they can be unsure of how to do this in the context of group work [4]. Groups can be unsuccessful if they attempt to break up projects into isolated tasks and do not work collaboratively with each other [26]

It is helpful for academics to design group work that mirrors ‘real world’ activities of students forthcoming professional roles. [32]. Students recognize that they will be working in teams when they move into employment, and challenging group situations can actually help students prepare well for conflict situations at work [34].

Students use a complex range of technology-based communication channels in their group work including face-to-face meetings [35], and can display a sophisticated understanding of the social presence and value of different forms of communication [36]. Access to mobile phones is seemingly ubiquitous with research showing that 96.4% of first year students in Melbourne had a mobile phone [37] and mobile phones are superseding other technologies such as dedicated ‘clickers’ in lectures [38]) Smart phones make it possible for pervasive access to learning “anytime, anywhere” [39]; facilitate multitasking behavior [40], and provide opportunities for collaboration and discussion with classmates and tutors that is supportive of a constructivist pedagogy [41]. Research has shown that it can be difficult for students to engage in synchronous communication, whether that is face-to-face or online; mobile phones are preferred when an immediate response if needed [10]. The instant accessibility and convenience of
mobile phones for communication or information seeking is an important feature for students, who value communicating more frequently but exchanging less volume of information [41]. Text messaging has been found to be more important than email for study communication as it is more likely to capture the attention of the recipient as phones are always on [42], and this has led to an expectation that responses will be received quickly [43]. Social networking sites offer spaces for socially constructed, digitally connected learning and can blur the boundaries between formal and informal learning [44]. Students seem to be adept at re-purposing social software for educational use, for example students who are heavy users of Facebook for social interactions are also more likely to use it for educational purposes [45].

There is disagreement in the literature about whether students perceive there to be a barrier between using social softwares for educational work and their social lives. Ali et al. [35] found that students sought to keep social and work activities separate. However, Nortcliffe and Middleton [40] found that students do not make clear boundaries between study, life, and work due to the ubiquitous nature of smartphone technology, and this “persistent autonomous engagement” (p.201) has a profound impact on them as learners. Research in the school context has shown that Facebook can offer a “third space”, i.e. a space that offers a blend of social and academic communication [35]. The choice of social software or technology may well be dependent on a “critical mass” of students adopting it [49 p.107]. The theory of convivial tools [47] asserts that people choose tools based on their ease of use, their adaptability, and independence from the establishment.

2.2 Reflection in Higher Education

Reflection and reflective practice are seen to be effective pedagogical strategies in Higher Education that enable students to not only facilitate their learning but also to develop themselves through critical self reflection [48]. Reflection is seen to be an essential feature of inquiry-based learning, and it is suggested that reflection should be built into the assessment of inquiry [49]. Clarke [27] in a phenomenological research project using student reflective diaries
as a dataset linked emotional awareness to effective reflections on team and group processes. Livingstone and Lynch [3] stress the importance of reflection in a group working environment as a means to enable students to develop and take away an understanding of the group working process.

However the relationship between reflective writing and assessment is not without debate. Creme [50] asserts that that assessing reflection is counter-intuitive to the potential benefits of self-expression and experimentation, and recommends that reflection is used only for formative feedback. Students, faced with the uncomfortable, messy and self critical situation of not being able to present their ‘best’ work, simply write what they think the assessor wishes to read [16],[21],[51]. It can be awkward for students to admit personal weakness, and so instead they ascribe problems to the group as a whole, or simply present a positive and non-critical account of their group work [16]. However despite these difficulties, reflective writing has been used successfully as data for research into student learning in the Higher Education context [52].

In this review the literature that explores the tension between the acknowledged long-term benefits of group working, and the potentially unfair and difficult experiences of students undertaking group has been presented. Students make extensive use of modern communication technology, and seem adept at flexibly adapting their communication practices to make the most of the affordances of the technology available to them. Although there are criticisms of the assessment of reflective writing, research has demonstrated that the opportunity to engage in structured reflection and reflective writing has benefits, and can help students understand their own practices with group work.

3. Methodology

One of the essential characteristics of Grounded Theory is that the researcher does not approach the data with a set of pre-determined concepts or themes [53], and this aspect of the
methodology is reflected in the way emerging themes in the data were surfaced over the
analysis period. The philosophical roots of the Straussian framework of Grounded Theory draw
on pragmatic and interactionist theories of co-creation of knowledge and self reflective research
and there are undoubted synergies between this and the reflective data on collaborative inquiry
that is used in this research. Corbin and Strauss [54] state “The final theory that is constructed
though grounded in data is a representation of both the participants and the researcher. Another
researcher could take the same data and by placing a different emphasis on the data construct a
different theory. However this does not negate the validity of the theory. The most important
thing is that whatever theory is produced is grounded and that it gives another insight and
understanding into human behaviour”(p. 29)

Situational Analysis (SA) draws on the post-positivist grounded theory developed by Strauss
that is based on a constructivist perspective of the existence of multiple realities dependent on
the symbolic representation that each individual constructs. SA draws heavily on the social
worlds / arenas framework proposed by Strauss which places much more emphasis on the
context or situation of the action and interaction than in the original conception of Grounded
Theory proposed by Glaser and Strauss. [55]. The method is characterized by a move away
from looking for commonalities in the data and towards presenting variation and complexity,
not in the individual as in other postmodern methods (e.g. autoethnography, ethnography,
narrative analysis), but in the whole situation of inquiry. The approach uses a series of mapping
techniques to chart relationships between human actors, non-human actants and discursive
elements in the situation and attempt to capture the complex nature of their relationships.
[14],[15]

Non-human actants are defined as the non-human elements that matter, that effect some change
or transformation, that have agency in the situation; their limitations and structural conditions
affect the way humans act in particular situations [14]. Actants identified in Situational
Analyses are diverse, and have included elements such as schools [56]; the media, medicines
and technology [57] and methods of assessment [13]. The identification of these non-human
actants is very much dependent on the situation, Clarke [14] gives the example of reliable access to electricity being of no consequence in a study situated in a first-world context, however in a third world context the unreliable nature of power supplies would have much more agency, i.e. it would matter more in this situation.

In SA the situation itself is seen to be the unit of analysis [14]. In applying SA, The researcher selects from a range of analysis and data mapping techniques those that particularly aid with their interpretation of the data. The function of the various mapping activities is to provoke a deeper analysis of the situation and elicit the relationships between the elements that are present. [15]

Clarke [12] states that there are three main types of situational maps and analyses:

1. Situational maps to articulate the elements in a situation and interrogate the relationships between them.
2. Social worlds/arenas maps that map sites of action, and relationships
3. Positional maps that allow the plotting of positions both articulated and not articulated in the data.

The process of visually mapping the data from the ordered situational map (where the analysis is presented in a simple tabular form), allows the researcher to move flexibly and systematically around the data, and answer the “big questions” around identifying what is important and special about the situation being analysed [12]. In this mapping process the important human and non-human actants in the situation are identified and their relationships explored. The identification of these non-human elements which have agency in the situation is arguably a way in which Situational Analysis extends and develops Grounded Theory in a postmodern perspective and challenges the notion that only humans matter in a situation [13]. The maps intentionally attempt to represent the “stunning messiness” of everyday life [15 p.370] An important feature of the situational map is the identification of the “sites of silence” in the data.
Clarke [12] states “What seems present but unarticulated? What thousand pound gorillas do we think are sitting in around our situations of concern that nobody has bothered to mention yet” (p. 85).

It is argued that multidimensional mapping can represent real life situations and a variety of positionalities including human and nonhuman activities and discourses within them. This visual mapping process allows us to see the data with fresh eyes and to understand the relationships between elements in a situation. [14]

3.1 Research context

The data for this research was gathered from two cohorts of undergraduate students studying the Business Intelligence module, which is offered to final year Information Management students at the University of Sheffield. The module includes an inquiry-based assessed group project where students research a business information problem proposed by a local business, entrepreneur or charity. While some time for the group project is incorporated into the timetabled teaching session for the module, the majority of the group work takes place outside of teaching time and is self-directed and self-organized. The University’s virtual learning spaces (e.g. the Virtual Learning Environment, email, enterprise Google platform) and physical learning spaces (e.g. the Library, departmental spaces and physical technological infrastructure) are available to students as potential sites of group activity, however the way in which these are to be used by groups is not prescribed. The assessment of the group project comprises of a presentation and written report, and forms 60% of the assessed work for the module. The remaining 40% of the assessment is covered by two pieces of individual reflective writing each 800 words. Students reflect on their information literacy development as an important skill for information professionals (see [59],[60]), and about their experiences of group work on the module. It is data from their reflections on their group working experiences that provided the data for this paper. The introduction of the reflective assignment on group work allows students to be given individual credit for a group task, and gives the module teaching team a rare insight
into the working practices of students, normally an area of student work that is hidden from educators. The analysis of the students’ reflective writing, about their experiences of working as a group, over and above that required by the assessment process, offered the opportunity to understand in greater detail what students considered to be important about group work.

Cohort 1 (2010-11) contained 13 students, 9 of whom gave consent for their reflections to be used in this study. Cohort 2 (2011-12) contained 19 students, 16 of whom gave informed consent, giving a total of 25 participants. Across the two cohorts 16 participants were male and 9 female; 4 were overseas and 21 were home students. The data was retrieved from the VLE post submission for assessment. The assignment brief asked students to write reflectively on their experiences of working as a group on this particular module.

4. Data analysis

The data was analysed over a long period of time in a number of distinct phases, consistent with a Grounded Theory approach where the researcher seeks to continually refine, develop and compare the emerging descriptions derived from the data [61]. In the first stage of analysis, initial reflections on the interesting insights revealed from the assessment of the reflective writing were discussed and recorded by the research team. In the second stage, data was organized into broad themes in tabular format Word document and memos and observations recorded in electronic and hard-copy version of the document.

The third stage of the analysis of the data followed a “constant comparison” approach [57 p.7] where items of data were compared for similarities and differences, and then grouped into themes using Nvivo qualitative analysis software. These were discussed by the research team, and then the data was revisited and the codes were refined and developed. In a fourth stage both members of the research team engaged with messy mapping of the data, relationships between the elements were explored and the various maps produced were discussed and developed. Finally a focus for this paper was generated based on the student reflections of the non-human
actants that were integral to the group work process.,

5. Results

5.1 The ordered situational map

The ordered situational map that was derived from the analysis of the data is presented in table 1. Clarke [12] presents a number of section headings for use in the ordered mapping process, and the headings used for this particular map have been selected as the most meaningful or important for this particular set of data. Concurrent with the Clarke [12] approach, some core themes appear more than once under different headings; which signals the need to understand them in multiple ways.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual human elements/actors</th>
<th>Non human actants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The student working in a group</td>
<td>Ways of communicating: (Voice call,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The other individual group members</td>
<td>facebook group, email, skype, whatsapp,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lecturer</td>
<td>google docs, facebook message, in person,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The client</td>
<td>Instant messenger, text message)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collectives</th>
<th>Discursive constructions of individuals and or collective human actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The group</td>
<td>Arranging meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The class</td>
<td>Shared desire to ‘do well’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The business</td>
<td>(Taking) leadership in the group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effective communication linked to team success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valuing each others’ contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Need for time management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing skills in working with others for the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing self confidence through group working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There are successful, positive outcomes from group work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individuals’ work must be synthesised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information must be shared</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discursive constructions of nonhuman actants?</th>
<th>Silent actors/actants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access to technology is ubiquitous</td>
<td>Access to mobile networks and wifi (2 mentions of internet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-face meetings enhance information sharing</td>
<td>The Virtual learning Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distinction between ‘social’ and ‘work’ media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support from tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical space suitable for group working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serious conflict within the team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key events in the situation</th>
<th>Spatial elements (silent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The client interview</td>
<td>Meeting rooms (locations for meetings)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The presentation</td>
<td>The Library (Information Commons)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporal elements</th>
<th>Socio-cultural / symbolic elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needing to respond quickly to communications</td>
<td>Group work is about supporting each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking into the future – what employers want/will value regarding team working</td>
<td>Group work is about negotiating a shared pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working at the same pace</td>
<td>Group work is about solving conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflecting on past experiences of group work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time taken to arrange suitable meeting times</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time keeping for meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being efficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Major issues / debates
- Importance of keeping in touch with the group
- Importance of negotiating tasks and who is best suited to which task
- Challenges in selecting the ‘best’ method of communication
- Feeling that some group members have not contributed equally
- Feeling that the work of some group members is not of sufficient quality
- Importance of face-to-face communication & meetings

### Related discourses
- Discourses on team roles
- Discourses on conflicting priorities with other pieces of work
- Discourses on equal contribution
- Discourses on group formation and the mechanics of making the group ‘work’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major issues / debates</th>
<th>Related discourses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Importance of keeping in touch with the group</td>
<td>Discourses on team roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of negotiating tasks and who is best suited to which task</td>
<td>Discourses on conflicting priorities with other pieces of work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges in selecting the ‘best’ method of communication</td>
<td>Discourses on equal contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling that some group members have not contributed equally</td>
<td>Discourses on group formation and the mechanics of making the group ‘work’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling that the work of some group members is not of sufficient quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of face-to-face communication &amp; meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The ordered map

### 5.2 Relational maps

The relational map diagrams the relations between elements in the situation and allows the researcher to identify the relations that are present in the data and the ones that will be further pursued in the analysis [12]. These maps are deliberately “messy” as multiple relationships are explored and mapped. In figure 1 a relational map is presented. In this map the actants (i.e. any non-human element that has agency in the situation) and temporal elements that were identified as needing further exploration are represented within shaded enclosures. The sites of silence are surrounded by dotted lines.
Figure 1: the relational map

Figure 2 presents a further aspect of the relational mapping between the elements identified as significant for this particular paper.
Figure 2: a revised version of the relational map.

In this map we begin to see the centrality of (smart) phones to the technological support of students working in a group and the importance of effective communication to the success of group work. Again in this diagram the sites of silence are surrounded with dashed lines, and their relationships explored as for the elements that are not silent.

The elements are more fully explored in the section below with evidence from the students’ writing and this is followed by a discussion in relation to the literature.

5.3 Actants

The non-human actants comprising of communication methods facilitated through technology came through very strongly in the data and there were both casual descriptions of their use as well as significant deep reflection on their relative uses and merits. Students discussed using specific apps or software (e.g. Google Docs; Whatsapp; social networking sites),
“We used E-Mail and skype to sort out logistical issues such as arranging meetings, and also updating of work progress and file sharing. This method of communication has been really effectively for our group, as SKYPE’s instant messaging service facilitated the sharing of information despite not being physically together.” (2)

Many of the software applications were used on mobile (smart) phones, as students referred specifically to their use e.g. with texting and calling and the use of mobile specific applications. Some communication and work presumably took place on desktop or laptop computers although the use of these is implied as use of these actants was identified as a site of silence in the data.

Mobile phones seem to be a key chosen communication channel in groups because of the continual contact that they can facilitate:

“We primarily used messaging on the social network at this stage because it was agreed that we all have access to it 24/7 through mobile devices; therefore it was sensible and proved efficient at the time. Moreover, another reason was that it was difficult to match our timetables and hence we stuck with online messaging before and during Easter.” (20)

The face-to-face meetings were identified as a non-human actant, the importance of these despite the electronic communication methods was stressed by a number of students. The report, the final outcome of the group work, and the work-load were ascribed sufficient importance in the students’ reflections for them to achieve the status of actants.

The processes by which face-to-face meetings were arranged was a significant point of description of the group processes, and also reflection on difficulties experienced and lessons learned:
“Communication was more effective face to face; however it was unrealistic to think we could arrange that many meetings around five individuals’ timetables. Therefore meetings and decisions were discussed through more than one medium: the telephone, SMS text messaging, email, face to face and ‘Whatsapp’” (17)

The sheer amount of time and various communications need to arrange meetings was problematic, leading to the identification of this factor as a ‘temporal element’ in the ordered situational map.

“This proved irritating as it would take a prolonged period of time to organise group meetings, especially when getting hold of one group member who was particularly difficult to correspond with. This would usually mean any suggested times for meetings would often change at the last minute causing confusion and having to move around plans to suit group members.” (16)

However there was also reflection on what the “best” method of communication should be for that group e.g.

“These were effective methods because by phoning and instant messaging your co-worker we got instant responses from each other therefore we always knew what was going on. E-mail was a less effective method because we didn’t regularly check them meaning we were late to responses which delayed us ever so slightly.” (21)

Students reflected on the properties of different tools and also the personal preferences of both themselves and other group members. Students seem accepting of each others’ electronic communication preferences. “Keeping in touch” was identified as a way to make group work more efficient, and the students’ reflective writing revealed a multifaceted and multi-channel approach to communication, and this was facilitated largely through technology.
Despite the excellent communication functionality of the tools, difficulties were still experienced with them due to the human natures of those using them. The processes by which groups communicated, and the need to have effective communication were identified as two of the key success factors to group work, with poor communication practices linked to failure either of the individual in terms of their functioning within the group, or the group as a whole. The plethora of communication tools used by these students and the negotiation practices that took place among them to choose the ‘best’ tool indicate a flexible and situation-driven approach to communication using technology

5.4 Sites of silence

An essential feature of SA is to identify the sites of silence, and to reveal elements that are expected, but not present in the data. In the case of this data set, although there was much discussion about the methods of electronic communication, there was absolutely no mention of the availability, or indeed cost of mobile (data) networks, and there was an implicit assumption that all group members would use a (smart) phone. The phones themselves are mentioned, however other hardware e.g. PCs and tablets are not. The implicit assumption here is that ‘everybody’ has access to this stable and easy-to-use equipment, it is beneath mention. Interestingly, although all student groups were provided with a group collaboration area featuring a discussion board, group communication tool and file exchange capabilities on the Virtual Learning Environment, they do not reflect on using this, and the VLE is not mentioned. The students appear to make no distinction between (social) media used for personal interactions, and that used for their studies e.g. they reported no internal conflict using Facebook groups and messaging to interact with group members. Despite the growth in Twitter as a communication medium, it is not mentioned in this data set. The lack of use of some technologies or tools is a key feature of the sites of silence in the data. Some it may be assumed are being used but are not mentioned (e.g. wifi, computers) and some it may be assumed are simply not being chosen to the used (Twitter, The VLE).
The lecturer is mentioned in passing as a source of information, e.g. “This was immediately resolved as another member emailed our lecturer.” (19). However there is no reflection on the significant amount of scaffolding and support given to students on the module e.g. the dedicated sessions on reflective writing and report writing; discussions on group roles and approaches to group working that take place in class.

Although students identify that face-to-face meetings are an essential feature of effective working, they do not reflect on where these meetings take place, or how suitable space is found; only on the timing of the meeting. This leads to the assumption that students are able to find suitable group working space, alluded to by the group who meet directly after the weekly class, presumably staying in the open access room in which the class is held. The library, or “Information Commons” either as a place to meet or a place to study is not mentioned, despite the centrality of this building to the undergraduate student experience. Serious conflicts seem absent from the student reflections. Disagreements and minor problems feature in the reflections, but full-scale group break-down seems to have been avoided by these two cohorts.

5.5 Temporal elements

Temporal aspects featured strongly in the reflective data; and this may reflect the time-limited aspect of all university assessed work. As mentioned above, the time it took to arrange meetings was a point of frustration. Furthermore group members being late for or not attending meeting was problematic and identified as poor time management. It is interesting that the even though communication technology is seen to be positive, access to it does not preclude less positive behaviours, i.e. although it is possible to text a group member at a point of need, it does not mean that person will respond instantly.

As would be expected from deeply reflective writing, students both looked to the future and the past. They wrote about the skills they had gained that they would then take into employment,
“This opened my eye to similar situations I am likely to have at work” (7) “I have become a more confident person because I have been able to express my opinion in the group without them judging it as well as improving my presentation skills which are necessary in the working environment.” (21). In looking to the past students reflected on their past experiences of group work, and how this experience differed.

5.6 The Social Worlds/Arenas map

Figure 3: The Social Worlds/Arenas map

In the Arenas map we can see the multiple and worlds occupied by the students and understand this particular group project as a way for students to interact with the business world. Students enjoyed working with and for their business partner clients:
“After every decision made, we sent our meeting feedback to client to improve, then preparing new improved topic for next meeting. Keeping communication with client, it is essential part to improve and correct project direction.” (9)

The intersection of the academic world and the business world is facilitated not only through the actual project, but also through the reflective assignment where students are encouraged to think to the future and reflect on the skills they have gained for their future careers. Technology is a prominent overarching theme in this map, evidenced through the numerous references made to electronic communication technology e.g. Facebook (38 mentions); Whatsapp (21 mentions) and email (40 mentions). Students wrote analytical reflections on the value of communication technologies and how they would use them in the future:

In order to try and resolve this issue I suggested that we should create a group on Facebook. I did this because I believed that this would act as a message board for the group on which we could all openly share our views and opinions. This proved to be a very effective method of communication as everything would be written down and referred back to if needed. In the future I would now suggest this communication approach at the outset as I believe it proved to be very beneficial and effective. (3)

6 Discussion

In the support session that students attended that covered reflective writing they were encouraged to write deep reflections that looked both forward and back based on the models of reflection developed by [Author]. Some of the deeply reflective writing did exactly this and it was possible to see how students could relate their group learning at University to their future careers as recommended in the literature [2],[4]. Wharton [16] suggests that students may not fully explore negative aspects of group work in their reflective writing and present a non-critical account. However while others in some groups are singled out for criticism, there is significant critical self-reflection in this data set where students not only identify where their own behaviour could be improved, but also where the group practices could be improved. There is
reflection on where the successes of the group lay, particularly in how effective communication was achieved, however this is far from simply presenting a positive account of the group work.

Situational Analysis invites the researcher to consider the non-human actants that have agency, that “matter” in the situation being investigated. In this data it was evident that the tools that students use and the particular software applications that students use are important actants in the situation of group work. In common with the findings of [40] and [43] students used their phones to connect with each other and engage in team work in multiple locations, with the expectation that communication would be rapid and that responses would be quick. However these students still value face-to-face communication, and when team members do not attend meetings or are late this is problematic, which is consistent with the findings of Hassanien [30] who also reported on the difficulty that students have in arranging these important meetings. Technology therefore can enable the reduction in the “debilitating” factors of time, space and pace [59 p. 56] but not seemingly eradicate it.

Students in these cohorts seemed very comfortable with using a wide range of software applications and technologies in their group work, in contrast to these students who took part in Hogarth’s [4] study. The reflections of the students in this study mirror more the findings of [Author], which although a small scale study, found a similar flexibility and adaptability in students around their use of technology to support group working. The choice of which software or application to use seemed to be openly discussed within the group, and is more a process of negotiation grounded in the needs identified of the particular tasks or group members in this particular context.

“We set up an online Facebook group in order to keep in contact and create an information sharing mechanism. Some group members claimed to use Facebook less than others so whenever information was shared, it was encouraged for each individual to forward the message to the rest of the group via Sheffield email. (19)
The VLE as a site of silence in the data corresponds to the findings of [46] who commented that students prefer to use applications that are “Free and easy to use” (p. 109). This behavior is consistent with Cristiansen’s (1997) theory of disruptive innovation where disruptive technologies (i.e. social media) are adopted because of qualitative differences to do with ease of use and cost from established “sustaining technologies” (i.e. the VLE). In Flavin’s [46] study The VLE was not found to be easy to use and did not have a critical mass of users that encouraged engagement with it, and it can be inferred that the same is true for these Business Intelligence students.

In seeking a theoretical underpinning for the VLE as a site of silence and the preference of students for populist and popular communication applications in our data, we turn to Illich’s theory of convivial tools [47]. Convivial tools are defined as those that can be easily used by anybody and that can be adapted to multiple uses, they are not controlled by the establishment. Students seeking tools to facilitate group working and communication find that the tools provided by the university are not convivial as they are controlled by the establishment (i.e. the university) and are bounded by the university environment: The VLE (Blackboard) is a proprietary tool and is unlikely to be one that can be used by students once they leave university. It can be inferred that students reject the (radical) monopoly of one communication tool and instead seek to negotiate shared group tools that fit particular group needs in a flexible and fluid way.

We stayed in contact via a number of different mediums with our primary vehicle of communication being through a mobile messaging application known as WhatsApp. Despite being able to keep in constant contact regardless of location, this was not my preferred method of contact as it was not the most reliable form of communication. For sharing documents between each other and occasionally assigning work, we relied upon our Google Mail accounts, as each of us was able to access this from both a computer and our phones if required. (18)
Illich [47] defines radical monopoly as existing “where a major tool rules out natural competence. Radical monopoly imposes compulsory consumption and thereby restricts personal autonomy. It constitutes a special kind of social control because it is enforced by means of the imposed consumption of a standard product that only large institutions can provide” (63). Instead students move fluidly between university provided tools that still have resonance in the ‘outside’ world (e.g. Google docs and email), and tools that are more truly convivial. Students reflect on the use of a range of free services such as Whatsapp and university email system to support group work, and although the is a material cost to the use of some services via smart phones this is not reflected upon, although cost has been identified as an influence on student’s use of mobile phones [10].

The use of mobile phones for learning is undeniably student led [41]. Students seek to be “efficient and effective” these two words were used many times (efficient 16 times; effective 51 times) in their reflections, and it is interesting that [41] also use these two words in reporting students’ engagement with mobile learning. We assert that students make practical and pragmatic choices about the tools they use in their pursuit of “efficient and effective” learning that enables them to achieve their learning goals and achieve success in a convivial manner.

The challenge for educators is in responding to this with our pedagogical approach and learning design that can cope with the blurred lines between formal and informal learning, social media, and establishment-led Virtual Learning Environments, and allow students to explore the tools that are openly available to them without constraints.

“Time” as in time management, conflicting timetables and timeliness of communication were also identified by [63] in their study of virtual teams.

The reported desire for physical meetings begs the question “where do students meet with each other for learning activities?” The design of traditional university spaces into “formal” learning environments (e.g. classrooms, libraries), and “informal” social spaces (e.g. cafes, student lounges) has long been identified as needing to change in response to pedagogies becoming
more learner-centred and focused on active and collaborative learning [64]. The concept of an “Information Commons”, a technology rich multi-use mixed learning environment that contains study resources (including books), and physical space to support collaborative working is one way in which universities have sought to provide for the needs of the so called millenial learner [65]. Muti-use buildings such as these blur the boundaries between formal and informal learning spaces. The University of Sheffield opened its Information Commons library building in 2007, and the identification of space for group meetings as a site of silence in these reflections may well be because this building, and other newly designed spaces that support social learning, are meeting the needs of students working in groups for face-to-face meetings and have become just part of an accepted and expected learning environment.

7. Conclusion

The data used in this study came from a small sample of undergraduate students studying in the information disciplinary context and their use of technology to support their group working may be influenced by this. The framework provided by Situational Analysis helped provide a structure to the data analysis that revealed interesting and diverse perspectives on the data. In this paper we attempt to answer the research questions:

- What do students think “matters” in this situation of assessed group work?
- What elements and activities are identified as contributing to group success or failure?

The focus on the actants in the situation facilitated by the SA framework allowed a detailed discussion of the technologies that students reflected on using. We argue that convivial tools are elements that matter in this situation of assessed group work. The choice of tools for group communication contributes to the success of the group as each group attempts to negotiate a shared understanding of which tools will work best for them. There are many other factors that impact on groups, but our results show that successful groups should have this explicit discussion about which communication tools are the most appropriate for that group in their particular situation. The identification of the sites of silence gave rise to reflections on the
ubiquity of wireless networks and availability of suitable space for meetings. These students are studying information and technology related subjects and may therefore be more comfortable with using technology-based tools to support their collaborative working than others students. Nevertheless there is a steady rise in browsing and data access through mobile platforms in our “Smart phone society” [66]. The lack of use of the VLE as a site of group activity should be a cause for concern, particularly as this and many other institutions have invested so heavily in platforms such as Blackboard. The analysis gives rise to the following points of advice for the application of collaborative inquiry in Higher Education

The difficulty experienced in arranging face-to-face meeting with group members who have different teaching timetables and a range of other responsibilities and commitments should be a cause for concern for educators using assessed group work. More needs to be done to support students in this activity either at institutional level (e.g. with the provision of an integrated calendar/email/timetable tool; or at the individual student (group) level with advice on scheduling tools (e.g. Doodle poll) that can help students with arranging meetings. Simply addressing this issue and opening up communication in groups about arranging meetings would be a support strategy easily implemented. Similarly students should be encouraged to discuss methods and means of communication in the initial stages of group work and should be encouraged to find a method/technology that works for them, rather then be recommended any particular methods (e.g. university email) This approach would support students in selecting convivial tools. Groups should also discuss the tasks that individual members are expected to perform and should attempt to ensure parity of workload. Face-to-face meetings and interactions are still important for group work, and technology is vital in arranging these opportunities for collaboration and in producing and sharing meeting output.

Reflective writing has been criticised as a method of assessment due to a view that students simply write what they expect the lecturer to want to read and don’t present a critical view of group work.[16],[21] However, as [52] found, the range and depth of the reflections in this data
set is not consistent with this viewpoint, particularly as students have been deeply reflective about how they approached solving problems in their group. However through this analysis it can be shown that reflective writing is helpful for making sure students can see beyond the immediate context of their group work which they may find problematic, and look at the end result in terms of marketable skills for employers and their own personal development.
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